C3 Gardens

Custom. Creative. Colorful.

Every home or business has
a distinct character and C3
recognizes the potential your
space has to really shine.
Specializing in custom container
collections, we will introduce a
lush colorful show of flowers and
foliage that enlivens elegance. C3
is trained to design, install, and
maintain seasonal and
container gardens at the
highest level of
perfection.
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TOP QUALITY PLANTS
We take pride in having direct access to the top flower growing
facility in the country. All of our Proven Winners plants are
custom grown for Southwest Florida to perform like champions.
We also source local tropicals, palms, and foliage plants from
the finest nurseries in Southwest Florida.

C3 Principles
Top Quality Plants
Top Quality Soils
Top Quality Nutrition

TOP QUALITY SOILS
Our soil mixes are custom blended, and integrated with slow
release fertilizers to create the perfect moisture to oxygen
ratio in the soil for optimal plant growth. The soil we use in our
Exclusive Self-Watering containers is designed to wick moisture
without “swamping” the plants because we know that happy
plants = happy clients and happy plants live in healthy soils.
TOP QUALITY FERTILIZERS
Our professionally blended fertilizers are designed to pair with
the naturally occurring nutrients and minerals present in our
fresh water in Southwest Florida. We take water samples on
a regular basis to ensure that our fertilizers are exactly what
the plants need to perform just as they were bred to. We use
slow release fertilizers and water soluble blends, applied
appropriately and at the right times so the plants are using all of
those nutrients and none are leached out or wasted.
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Our Exclusive
Self-Watering Planters
Our Exclusive Self-Watering Planter system is
truly a revolution in container plant watering.
We use a large reservoir of water to slowly
wick water and nutrients to the root base.
Many of our containers with this exclusive
setup can last two or more weeks between
waterings, even in full Florida sun! There
are not drainage holes in the bottom to stain
your pool deck or patio. When full with water,
the large containers will withstand incredible
winds. Our system has been trialled in
Southwest Florida for five years, and has
produced stunning results time and time again.

Lasting over
two weeks
between
waterings

DESIGN We understand that
every home or business owner is
different, and every location has
its own unique characteristics.
When designing our gardens, both
in container collections and in the
ground, we make every effort to
ensure that your space reflects
exactly the style and mood you wish
to purvey. Using only the highest
quality materials, innovative new
plants as well as tried and true
classics, and an award-winning eye
for design, we will create the look
you’ve always wanted.

INSTALLATION Our team of
dedicated plantsmen is trained in
the “art of gardening”. We start
with custom blended soils and
slow release fertilizers, creating the
perfect home for your new plants.
Then, we install mature, vigorous
plants bred with the strength to look
stunning in a multitude of conditions.
Our plantsmen are trained by the
growers to ensure that the plants
we put in your containers and
garden beds continue to look just as
stunning as they
were intended to.

MAINTENENCE C3 Gardens offers
several maintenance programs to fit
your needs. Once your containers
and gardens are installed, our
“garden gurus” monitor them on
a regular basis. We use custom
blended water soluble fertilizers,
specifically made for the city water
in the Naples/Marco Island area to
ensure the biggest blooms on the
most beautiful flowers. We keep your
plantings looking full and clean, well
watered, and perfectly healthy.

The C3 Gardens Guarantee
If C3 Gardens is hired to maintain
one of our installations on your
property, we will Guarantee any
seasonal plantings for the length
of the season. If any plants look
anything but perfect, they will be
replaced free of charge.

Five years of trials in
Southwest Florida has
given C3 the most
diverse, dependable
plant pallet available
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Lush Seasonal
Color, Defined
Award Winning Design
Exclusive Access to Top
Quality plants for Southwest FL
Custom soil and fertilizer
blends for stunning results
Meticulous Maintenance
programs for worry-free beauty
Backed by our C3 Guarentee

Thank you for your interest in C3 Gardens,
C3 is a company founded on a deep desire
to create beautiful spaces for outdoor
living. We believe that these spaces are
best complimented with gorgeous, healthy
plantings and have perfected the process of
maintaining that desirable look.

C3 is a joint venture between myself, Jack Barnwell and Tom Smith,
bringing many years of experience to the table.
I have had a successful business on Mackinac Island, Michigan
since 2007, where my company plants and maintains the gardens
for beautiful commercial and residential properties alike. Recognition
of that work has given me the opportunity to work on designs, and
implement landscapes around the country, as well as take home
Best in Show at Flower show events. Tom is a founding partner in
Proven Winners, the number one plant brand, and owner of Four
Star Greenhouse, the country’s premier source for Proven Winners
plants.
Several years ago, when our professional relationship was budding,
we were on a business trip in Southwest Florida. We saw so much
wonderful potential with my eye for plant design, and his plants that
we knew we had to make C3 a reality and bring a whole new level of
beauty and wonder to this area.
As lead designer and field manager, I assure you that C3 Gardens,
LLC can transform your property into that stunning space you have
been envisioning… Let us help you get there.
Jack Barnwell
Partner and Lead Designer
C3 Gardens, LLC
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www.c3gardens.com
239-260-4355
jack@c3gardens.com

